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1. INTRODUCTION 
A large part of the calculus of variations deals with finding extrema (in particular, minima) of 
functionals/(x) defined on some class of admissible functions x • X, / : X --, R - R U {+co}. 
Its most classical, and hence, well-developed chapter studies the integral functionals of the form 
~0 
1 
l(x) = fo(t, x(t), ±(t)) dt, (1) 
where t e [0, I], x(t) • R n is the unknown vector function, f0 : [0, I] × R n x R n --, ITt, while the 
min imum is usually searched over some Sobolev space X = WI,P((0, 1), R n) or its appropriate 
subspace. In the sequel, we will call such functionals local because the integrand f0 generates the 
Nemytskii operator between the respective function spaces, which is local in the sense of Shragin. 
The locality is a very essential feature, and is exactly the one which originally provided strong 
links between the calculus of variations and differential equations. Namely, we recall a famous 
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fact that under certain unrestrictive assumptions on regularity of the integrand all the smooth 
minimizers necessarily satisfy the Euler differential equation of the form 
¢(t,  x(t), x(t), = 0, t • [0,11, 
with ¢ : [0, 1] x R n x R n x 1~ n --* R n. In other words, the minimum is attained on a solution of a 
functional equation N(x) = 0, where N is an operator between the respective spaces of smooth, 
in the appropriate sense, functions. It is the locality of the functional that provides the locality 
of the operator N, and thus, the fact that the respective Euler equations be ordinary differential 
equations. Note, that from this point of view the situation does not change significantly when 
we consider more general integral functionals defined on functions of many variables: the Euler 
equations are then partial differential equations, but still are local. Therefore, to seek for minima 
of the functionals it is often useful to study first the solvability of the respective Euler equations 
adopting for this purpose the ODE (respectively, PDE) techniques. Vice versa, a lot of problems 
for differential equations coming from various applications have variational origin, that is, can 
be regarded as Euler equations for some integral functionals. Thus, if one is aimed merely at 
finding solutions to such differential equations, it might be most helpful to work with respective 
functionals using purely variational methods. In fact, the latter approach gave birth to a relatively 
new branch of the calculus of variations--the critical point theory. 
The local setting of the above type, however, it might be important, surely does not cover 
all the practically important situations. Among other classes of functionals which can be rather 
often encountered in applications one should name integral functionals with various nonlocal 
transformations of argument. The most simple example of such a functional is presented by the 
relationship 
f I(x) = .f (t ,x(hl(t)) , . . .  ,x(hk(t)),±(gl(t)), . . .  ,x(gl(t))) dr, (2) 
x(T) = ¢(r), ±(T) --- ~b(v), ~- • [0, 11, 
where ¢(.) • R n, 0(.) • R n, {k,l} C N, hi : [0,1] --* R, gj : [0,1] ~ R, f : [0,1] ×R nk x 
R nl ~ R. Here, the mentioned nonlocal transformations are simply the argument deviations 
given by the functions hi, gj. The interest of researchers to such and more general nonlocal 
variational problems eems to have arisen already in the early 1950s. One of the first papers 
revealing the importance of these settings in applications was probably [1], where a variational 
principle of electrodynamics has been introduced, involving a problem of finding an extremum 
for quadratic functional with argument deviation depending on the unknown function. From the 
very beginning, it has been noted that Euler equations for nonlocal functionals are, generally 
speaking, functional differential equations, that is, equations of the type N(x) = 0 with N some 
not necessarily ocal operator acting on an appropriate space of regular functions. In particular, 
within such setting fit various differential-difference equations, equations with deviating argument 
and integrodifferential ones, many of which have variational origin. Thus, the first interest o 
nonlocal variational problems coincided in time with the birth of the modern theory of functional 
differential equations, and from that time both theories go hand by hand. Among the papers 
and books devoted to the study of relations between functionals with transformed argument and 
the respective boundary value problems for functional differential equations with the particular 
interest to the latter one should mention the works of Kamenskii, Myshkis and Skubachevski~ [2-9] 
and, in part [10]. The development of the theory of abstract functional differential equation [11] 
made it possible to analyze rather general classes of nonlocal functionals, thus attracting the 
attention to such variational problems of the Perm Seminar on functional differential equations. 
This inspired the works on the subject of Azbelev, Gruzdev and Gusarenko [12-14] as well as 
Drakhlin, Litsyn and Stepanov [15-18]. 
In this paper, we present some recent developments of calculus of variations for such nonlocal 
functionals, referring for the sake of simplicity mainly to functionals with deviating argument, 
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although most results can be easily extended for functionals involving other linear transforma- 
tions. In particular, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the minimum will 
be studied, as well as the problems related to weak lower semicontinuity of these functionals in 
the spaces of absolutely continuous functions. We will also consider an interesting application of 
simultaneous minimization of an infinite sequence of functionals of the above type over the space 
of locally absolutely continuous functions on the real axis. 
2. NOTAT ION AND PREL IMINARIES  
For a Banach space X we will denote its dual by X t. Analogously, for a linear operator 
L : X ~ Y between two Banach spaces, the notation L ~ : Y~ ~ X t will be adopted for its 
adjoint. 
Usually, one studies the integral functionals in the Banach space AC~ of absolutely continuous 
vector functions x(t) with the derivatives from the Lebesgue space LP((a, b); R n) (abbreviated in
the sequel as LPn), endowed with the ordinary norm 
(f [[X[[Ae~ := Ix(a)[ + [±(t)[ p dt 
where [ • [ (or I" In, when necessary to emphasize the dimension of the space) stands for the 
norm in R n. Often however, especially when dealing with rapidly (e.g., exponentially) increasing 
integrands, it is convenient to use also more general spaces AC~ of absolutely continuous vector 
functions with the derivatives from some Orlicz space generated by a lower semicontinuous convex 
function P : R -~ [0, +oo), P(0) = 0 (to be called in the sequel Young function). The norm in 
this space can be introduced by the formula (see [19, Chapter 4]) 
{ f } [[X[[AC~ := [x(a)[ + inf A > O: P([±(t)[) dt <_ 1 . 
In this paper, we stay mainly within the framework of a standard approach using the spaces AC~. 
However, several examples will be given showing that the use of the Orlicz spaces to deal with 
functionals of the type (2) can be very fruitful. 
Everywhere in the sequel, except he Sections 6 and 7, we will consider without loss of generality 
a = 0, b = 1 and omit the reference to the interval in the notation adopted for function spaces. 
Also further on, we omit the subindex n, if n = 1. In the Sections 6 and 7 we will deal with 
a family of functionals defined on functions of the whole real semiaxis and use the following 
notation: 
L~o c stands for the space of functions x : [0, +oc) --. 1~, locally (i.e., on every limited interval) 
summable with power p, 1 < p < oo; 
Llo°°¢ stands for the space of locally essentially bounded functions x : [0, +oo) ~ 1~, 
AC~o c 1 < p <_ oo stands for the space of locally absolutely continuous functions with derivatives 
from L~'oc. 
Following [11], introduce the notion of inner superposition operators, defining formally (without 
specifying the function spaces where they act) 
f x(hi(t)), 
(Th, X)(t) := = 
t 0, 
{ x(gAt)), 
= 
0, 
hi(t) E [0, 1], 
i = 1 , . . . ,k ;  
h~(t) ¢ [0, 1], 
gj(t) • [0, 1], 
i= l , . . . , l .  
gj(t) ¢ [0, 1], 
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Further on, without loss generality we assume ¢(t) - 0, ¢(t) = 0. Then, the functional (2) can 
be represented in the form 
/0 I(x) = f (t, (Th,x)(t),... ,  (Th,X)(t), (Sg,±) (t), . . . ,  ($9,±) (t)) dr. (3) 
On the a-algebra of measurable subsets e C [0, 1] define the functions #g~ (e) := meas g; l(e) and, 
assuming that 
e C [0, 1], meas e = 0 ~ #a~ (e) = 0, 
denote their Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
dl~gj ]~g, ([t - ¢, t + e]) 
dm (t) := ~-.+01im ~ , for a.e. t E (0, 1). 
The methods to calculate ~ explicitly in various particular cases are given in [11, pp. 21-23]. 
Here, we recall only that if gj (t) are strictly monotonous, then { dg;' 
d#g,(t) = - -~  , tE  [O, 1]V~Oj([O, 1]), 
dm 
O, elsewhere. 
3. NECESSARY CONDIT IONS FOR AN EXTREMUM 
In this section we will see that under suitable conditions on the integrand, for a function x(t) 
to provide an extremum (that is, local minimum or maximum) of an integral functional with 
nonlocal transformation f argument subject o "boundary" constraints, it is necessary that it be 
a solution to some functional-differential equation, which in the sequel we will call Euler equation 
by an analogy with the classical case. 
At first, consider the abstract setting. Let X and E be Banach spaces atisfying X _ E x R ~, 
where _~ stands for the linear isomorphism given by 
J :  (z, f~) E E x R n ~x  = Az +Df l  E X, 
with the inverse 
j - I  : x E X ~-~ (z,]3) = (6x,  px)  E E x R n. 
Therefore, each x E D is representable in the form x = A6x + Dpx. Consider a problem of finding 
extremum of the functional g : X --, R, 
g(x)  :=  a (Q lx ,  . . . , Qkx) ,  (4) 
where Qi : X --* E, i = 1, . . . ,  k, are linear continuous operators, the functional G : E k --* 1rt is 
Gateaux differentiable in every point (Ul , . . . ,  uk) E E k, the respective Gateaux derivative in the 
direction (0, . . . ,  0, ui, 0 , . . . ,  0) being denoted by G~. The extremum will be searched over the 
set of all elements of the space X satisfying the set of linear constraints 
.=1,...,m, (5) 
' e X', a~ E R. One can proclaim the following statement, proven in [15]. where x~ 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x E X provide extremum for the functional (4) subject to the set of con- 
straints (5)• Then, there exist such constants c l , . . . ,  cm, for which it satisfies the following system 
of equations 
k m 
A'q :a ,x  = 
/----1 /.*=1 
k .~ (6) 
Z D'Q~Gix = Z c ,~, ,  
i-----1 ~=1 
• . . ,  . _  I I l Yx l  where G~x :=  G'ul (QlX, Qkx), ~ . -  A x., ff2~ :=  ~,. 
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Note that, the analogous tatement can be easily proclaimed also for the case of nonlinear 
sufficiently smooth constraints. 
Consider now the functional with deviating argument (3) defined on the space AC p (for sim- 
plicity we set n = 1 for this case). Let the function f : [0, 1] × R k × R l --* 1~ be continuously 
differentiable with respect o each of the last kl variables and satisfy together with the respective 
partial derivatives the Carath~odory conditions. Assume, that for some q, 1 < q < p + oc (the 
cases q = 1, p = c¢ are excluded only for the sake of brevity) holds 
! 
If(t, ul, . . . ,Uk,Vl, . . . ,vl) l  _<~(t, lu l l , . . . , luk l )+~bJ lv j I  q, 
J= l  
0b~uY ~ (t, ul, ., vt) l . . . ,Uk ,V l , . .  <wi(t, lull,...,Nkl)+ ~-~bjIvjI q-l, 
J= l  
Of  (t, Ul , .  ", Vl) l • ., Uk, V l , . .  <__ Wk+d(t, l u l l , . . . ,  lukl) + ~ bJIvjI q-l, 
J= l  
i = 1 , . . . ,k ,  
j= l , . . . , l ,  
where w, w~, wk+j : [0, 1] x R k ~ R are nonnegative Carathfodory functions, while 
bg >_0, w(. ,ul , . . . ,Uk) EL  1, wi(' ,ul, . . . ,Uk) eL  q', Wk+j(',Ul,...,Uk) EL  q', and 
d#g""--~ELV/(v-q)' dm ( (p  P - - _  :=c¢ when p = q) . q) 
Minding the standard isomorphism between the space AC p and L p × R given by the formula 
~0 t J : ( z ,  fi) EL  vxR~x=Az+Df l :=  z (7" )dr+f lEAC p, 
we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the above conditions the extremum of the functional (3) on the respec- 
tive set of functions x ~ AC p satisfying the linear constraints 
¢.x(O) + ¢, , ( t )x(t )  dt = ~. ,  # = 1 , . . . ,  m,  
is attained on the solutions of the following system of Euler equations 
• fo 1 Of (s, (ThlX)(S), , (Th~X) (S), (Sg,~:) (s), (Sg, x) (s)) ds ~h,(s,t)7~ ' . . . . . .  , 
m 
+ ~7 %(t,s)~ 
"---- gt=l 
m 
Zk fh OuiOf (S, (Th,X)(S),..., (Thkxl(s), (Sg, e) (s),..., (Sg, e) (s)) ds = Z c~'¢t" 
i=1 ;1([0'11) /~=1 
where (XA standing for the characteristic function of the set A) 
ah,  (t, 7") = X{(t,r):0_<h,0-)<t_<l)}, 
ag~ (t, 7") = X{(t,r):0_<g~(r)_<t<l)}, 
f = f ( t ,  U l , . . . ,Uk ,V l , . . . ,V l ) .  
i = 1 , . . . , k ,  
i = 1 , . . . , l ,  
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4. REDUCTION TO CONSTRAINT-FREE PROBLEMS 
A general disadvantage of the approach proposed in the previous section to seek points of 
extrema of smooth functionals is the presence of unknown Lagrange multipliers Cl , . . . ,  Cm in 
the necessary conditions for extremum (6). It is therefore preferable to try first to reduce the 
extremum problem for a functional (4) subject to constraints (5) to a constraint-free problem, 
deriving then the Euler equations for the latter. Such an approach is being currently developed 
by Azbelev, Gruzdev and Gusarenko [14,12,13]. Here, we only present he main idea of such an 
approach referring the reader to the cited papers. 
Let Xc C X be a set of elements atisfying (5), Xc E Xc, and suppose that there exists an 
operator F : E ~ X such that Xc = PE + xc. The problem is therefore reduced by means of a 
substitution 
z = rz  + zc ,  (7) 
to the study of unconditional extremum of a functional gl : E ~ 1~, 
gl (z )  := C(Ql rZ  + Q lZc , .  . . , Q l rz  + QlZ~).  
Note, that if the latter is convex, then its extremum given by a solution of respective Euler 
equations is a global minimum. Moreover, if it is strictly convex (for instance, is a positively 
determined quadratic form), then the minimizer is unique. It is also worth emphasizing, that for 
quadratic functionals of the above type the respective Euler equations are linear. The case of 
quadratic functionals when E is a Hilbert space has been extensively studied in [12,14]. 
It is obvious then, that the main difficulty of the approach consists in finding the operator F. 
For this purpose consider two cases: m = n (called regular) and m > n called overdetermined. 
Mind the isomorphism J and set p lx :=( (x ,x~) , . . .  (x,x~}). It is proven (see, [12, Lemma 1]) 
that one can always construct another isomorphism 
Jx : (z, ~) E E x R n ~ x = AlZ + Dlf~ E X, 
the inverse of which is given by 
g~-I :x  e X ~ (z,f~) = (6x, plx) E E × R n. 
In the regular case m = n, we set then F := A1, and hence, the substitution (7) takes the form 
x = AlZ + Dla,  where a = (a l , . . . ,  an). 
U m In the overdetermined case m > n consider a system of elements { ~}~=1 C X biorthogonal to 
I rn X l  {x~}~= 1 C Then, one can set 
m 
rz:=AlZ- u.<AlZ, 
/~=n+ 1 
and hence, the substitution (7) takes the form 
m 
X ---- rZ  -{- Z u~ol#. 
]z--1 
In the above discussion we have deliberately omitted the third possible case m < n, called 
undetermined. In this case, considering Pl such that pi~_.~+,x = (x,x~), # = 1 , . . . ,m (that 
is, the last m components of Pl are determined by the constraints (5)), and adopting the above 
method, we reduce the extremum problem for a functional (4) subject o (5) to a constraint-free 
extremum problem in the space E × R n-m (see [12]). 
At last, we mention, that while the papers [12,14] deal only with quadratic functi0nals ubject 
to linear constraints, in the paper [13] general functionals with deviating argument are considered, 
as well as the methods of reduction are developed also for a class of nonlinear constraints. It 
is worth noting, that the reduction approach allows to study relatively easily the character of 
extremum points by means of considering the second order derivatives of reduced functional 
(see [13] for this approach). 
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5. SUFF IC IENT CONDIT IONS FOR EX ISTENCE 
OF  A MIN IMUM 
In the previous ections we have studied the conditions which the minimizers (and, in general, 
any other critical point) should necessarily satisfy, having postponed the discussion of the question 
whether the global minimum over an appropriate subspace of a space of absolutely continuous 
functions is actually attained. Such a problem for functionals with deviating argument will be 
studied in this section by means of Tonelli's direct method of the calculus of variations. Here, we 
present and generalize the results obtained in [17]. 
In order, to seek the minima of a functional of the type (3) we first study its lower semicontinuity 
over the space ACVn, 1 _< p < +oo. Recall that a functional I : X -* R, X being a Banach space, 
is said to be weakly lower semicontinuous, if from x~ ~ x in X follows I (x) < lim inf~ I(x~,). We 
claim the following general statement. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let all the functions hi and gj be measurable, while there exist such a pair of 
numbers (p,q), p > 1, 1 < q < p < +co, that 
(i) ~ • L~(0,1), j = 1 , . . . , l ,  where 
P 
(p -q ) '  
r = r(p, q) := +p,  
(T=- 1)' 
l<q<p<+~,  
1 <q=p<+o¢,  
l=q<p<+oo;  
(ii) f : [0, 1] x R nk x R 'u ~ R is a Carathdodory function convex in the last nl variables and 
satisfying the lower estimate 
l 
f ( t ,  Oil,... , O~k, ~1, ' ' ' ,  f~l) ~-- Z aj(~)f~j -1- b(t), 
j=l 
for all a i ,~j  • R n and for some functions aj • Lq~ and b • LI(0, 1), 1/q + 1/q' = 1. 
Then, the functional (3) is weakly lower semicontinuous over the space ACVn. 
PROOF. The space ACVn is isometrically isomorphic to the direct product LVn x R '~ by an isomor- 
phism i' J : (z, ~) • ~ x R '~ ~ x - -  Az  + D~ := ~.(r) dr + ~ • AC~. 
Thus, the functional (3) can be reduced to the one of the following more general type 
~0 
1 
I1 (z,/~) = f l  (t, Rj3, (Tz)(t), (Sz)(t)) dr, (8) 
q q q where R : R n ---* L•k, T : L~ ~ Lnk, S : L~ ----* L,u. In our case of the functionals with deviating 
argument, R = ThD, T = ThA, S = Sg, where Th and Sg are the inner superposition operators, 
q 
Th : x • ACn p ~ (Th,x, . . .  ,Thhx) • Lnk, 
Sz:  x • L~ ~-* (Sglx , . . . ,  Sg, x) • Lql. 
One observes that according to the Theorem 1 of [20] the operators Th and S z are continuous 
in the chosen spaces, thus the operators R, S are continuous and T is compact and continuous. 
Applying then the Theorem 3.4 in Chapter 3 of [21], one concludes that zv ~ z in L~, f~ --* t3 
in R n implies Ii (z, 13) _< lim inf~ Ii (zv,/~), which shows the statement. | 
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Now, we are able to formulate the sufficient conditions of existence of a minimum for the func- 
tional (3) in the class of vector functions x e ACPn satisfying some simple boundary conditions. 
Before formulating the general statement consider two simple though encouraging examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. The functional 
~011 (52 (t °) Jr-X(t)) dr, z (=)  = 
restricted to the class of scalar functions atisfying the boundary conditions 
x(0) = x(1) --- x0 • R \ {0}, 
at a > 1 attains its global minimum over each space AC~, 1 < p < +oc, while the minimizer 
is smooth. If 0.5 < a < 1, then the functional attains its minimum on any of the spaces AC~, 
1 < p < 1% where/5 = a/(1 - ~), while the minimizer is only HSlder continuous (namely, it 
belongs to the space C°,2-~ [0, 1]). At last, when 0 < a < 0.5, the functional does not attain its 
minimum on any of the spaces AC~, 1 < p < +c¢. To show this, it is enough to consider the 
respective boundary value problem for Euler equation 
-~ t 1/a-1 = a, 
x(0) = x(1) = x0 • 0. 
It is clear then, that the presence of argument deviation in the definition of a functional can lead 
to the singularity of the respective Euler equations. To understand this phenomenon, consider 
the functional 
/(x)= fo 1 (21- (Tglx) 2 (t) q- fo(t ,x(t ) ) )dr= f01 (1 ~ma~ (t)x2(t) + fo(t,x(t)))dr, 
where f0 : [0, 1] x R --* 1~ is a Carath~odory function. It is clear now that the respective Euler 
equation is not singular, only if ess inf[0,1] ~-~mg (t) = 0. Otherwise, when (~m~) -1 ¢ L°¢(0,1), 
one obtains a singular equation and thus can expect he "loss of regularity" of the minimizers 
and even nonexistence of minima, like in the above example. 
Now, we are at a position to claim the following assertion. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let the following assumptions hold. 
(i) f : [0, 1] x R nk X R nl --* fit is a Carathdodory function convex in the last nl variables and 
satisfying the coercivity condition 
l 
f(t, ~1,..., ~k, ~1,''., ~I) Z a(t) -{- Z bj I]~j Ip(l+l/q), (9) 
j=l 
/'or all ei, ~j e R n, i = 1, . . . ,  k, j = 1 , . . . ,  l, for a.e. t E [0, 1] and for some e E LI(0, 1), 
bj > 0, 1 <p< +c~. 
(ii) All the functions h~ and gj are measurable, while 
dtzg-----2-J E Ln/(v-1)(O, 1), 
dm 
(~) - -1  E Lq(i j ) ,  
where Uj  := { t e [0, I] I # o}. 
z M (iii) meas Uj=l,b~#O j = 1. 
1 < p < +oo, 
1 <q<+c¢,  j = 1, . . . , / ,  
(10) 
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Then, the functional (2) atta/ns its minimum over the class of vector [unctions x E ACPn 
satisfying the boundary conditions x(0) = x(1) = x0. 
REMARKS.  
(1) If for all j = 1,. . .  ,l holds meas {t E [0,1] [ t ¢ gj([0, 1])} = 0, then meas Mj = 1 and it 
l 2 is enough to require instead of (iii) that ~ j= l  bj > 0. 
(2) To ensure that the minimum of the functional in the given class of functions be finite, one 
is to require the existence of such ~ E AC~, x(0) = x(1) = x0, that I(~) < +co, which is 
satisfied, for instance, if the following growth condition holds 
f ( t ,  Oll,• • • , O~k, ~1,  • • • , ~ l )  __~ e [Otilr + I~j[ s + b l ( t ) ,  
j= l  
for some c >_ 0, bl E L1(0,1), r >_ 1, s >_ 1. 
PROOF. Observe, that according to the conditions (i) and (ii) 
1 l 
L L Idc(gCt))l "(m+llq) dts(x) >__ a(t) dt + ~bj  -,(t0,xi) 
j= l  
SM~ d.g~ I~(t)l p°+liq) dr, =~+~bj  -~-m--~ (0
.#=1 
where ~ = f~ a(t) dt < +co. Note, that due to the H61der inequality 
where 1 < 7 < +co, 1 /7+ 1/7' = 1 and I1" lip stands for the norm in L~ (the value of m is alway~ 
clear from the context). Choose 7 = 1 + l /q. Then, 7 ' /7  = q and from the preceding inequalities 
and from (iii) follows 
l 
  llxM, xll >- +bli li  ~, 
j f l ,b j@0 
where bj > 0, b = maxj bj. But x(0) = x(1) = Xo implies I]xHAo~ = [xo[ + [[±llp, and hence, 
I(x) --* +co, when IlxiiAc~ --' +co, 
which means that I(.) is coercive over the chosen function space 
xo + AC~ := {x • AC~ I x(0) = x(1) = xo). 
The claimed result follows then immediately if one minds that weak lower semicontinuity of the 
functional has been already proven in Theorem 5.1. II 
We pass now to curious examples dealing with minimizers which have the derivatives in some 
Orlicz spaces. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the functional 
I(x) = f_ ~(t) - (t + 1)%(t 2) + x(t) + t dr, 
Jo 
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on any class of absolutely continuous calar functions atisfying the initial condition x(0) = 0. 
Its global minimum is attained on the function x(t) = t( lnt - 1), which is the unique solution of 
the initial value problem for the linear functional differential equation 
1 
- + (t 2) + x( t )  = - t ,  x(0)  = 0. 
The derivative of this function is not essentially bounded on (0, 1), but belongs to an Orlicz space 
generated by the Young function P(x) = exp(lx[) - 1. Although this example does not fit into 
the theory presented in this paper, it somehow asserts that it might be reasonable to use Orlicz 
spaces to seek for the minima of the functionals of the type (2) even when the integrand oes not 
grow very rapidly, moreover, even when the respective Euler equations are linear. 
We conclude this section by considering the functionals with rapidly growing integrand. Recall, 
that the Young function P(x) is said to satisfy the A2-condition, if for each A > 0 one can find 
such a > 0, that P(Ax) _< aP(x) [19, p. 122]. In general, one should mention that the Orlicz 
spaces generated by such functions have more or less the same properties as the Lebesgue spaces 
LP(0, 1), 1 _< p < +oo. In fact, the latter themselves constitute an example of Orlicz spaces 
generated by Young functions which satisfy A2-condition. The Young functions P and Q are 
said to be equivalent (P(x) ~ Q(x)) when there are such positive numbers kl, k2, and x0 that 
Q(klx) <_ P(x) <_ Q(k2x) for all x _> xo. If • is the Young function satisfying t(P(x)) ,.~ P(x), 
we say that P satisfies A¢ condition. In particular, if k~(x) = ]x['r/.7, 1 < 7 < +oo, it is 
customary to say that P is a A2-function. One should note that usually when P satisfies Av 
condition for some reasonable function ~, then it is not a A2-function itself, but its Legendre 
transform in many particular cases is still a A2-function. Then, the respective function space 
AC~ is not reflexive, but is necessarily the dual of some separable Banach space. Exactly such a 
situation occurs, for instance, when P is a A2-function. Recall, that in these cases under the weak 
convergence we understand here the .-weak one. Any bounded subset of ACPn is then ~eakly 
precompact. The statement below extends Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let P(x) be the Young function satisfying A~ condition, and its Legendre trans- 
form P'(x) satisfy the A2-condition. Suppose, that for the functionai (2) the following assump- 
tions hold. 
(i) f : [0, 1] x R "k x R ~t ~ 1~ is a Carathdodory function convex in the last nl variables and 
satisfying the coercivity condition 
l 
f(t,  a l , . . .  ,ak , f l l , . . .  ,~l) --> a(t) + E bjP~([f~j[), (11) 
j= l  
for a11 ai,~j E R "~, i = 1, . . . ,k ,  j = 1, . . . , l ,  for a.e. t E [0,1] and for some bj >_ O, 
E :I > o, a LI(0,1), 1 <_ <_ 2. 
(ii) All the functions hi and gj are measurable, while 
- -  e L~/(~-~)(0, 1) and e L¢'(0, 1), j= l , . . . , l ,  
where ~'  is the Legendre transform of the Young function ~. 
Then, the functional (2) attains its minimum over the class of vector functions x 6 ACPn 
satisfying the boundary conditions x(0) = x(1) = x0. 
REMARK. The condition (ii) implies that meas {t E [0, 1] [ t ¢ gj([0, 1])} = 0. 
PROOF. Following the proof of the Lemma 2 in [22], it is easy to show that the operators 
Sgj : L P --* L P are continuous. Thus, reiterating the proof of Theorem 5.1 one finds the weak 
lower semicontinuity of I(.) in the space ACP, (see [17] for more details). To conclude the 
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existence of a minimum it remains hence to show the coercivity of the functional, which is done 
by reiterating partially the proof of Theorem 5.2. Namely, we estimate 
I(x) > a + z_. b~ j ° ( t )P ' ( Ix( t ) [ )dt ,  
j=l 
where ~ = f~ a(t) dt < +~,  and use the inequalities 
f01 Ilxl) + 1, ( d#gj II±ll(p) _< P (l±(t)l) dt + 1 <_ k,-~m J " dm 
where 1/~/+ 1/'y' = 1 and H" II (P) stands for the Orlicz-Amemiya norm (see [19, p. 120]) equivalent 
to the Luxemburg norm in L P. | 
To illustrate the above statement consider a particular example of a functional with at least 
exponentially increasing integrand. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the functional (3) with hi : [0,1] --* R, i = 1 , . . . , k  any measurable 
functions while gj(t) = t p~, pj >_ 1, j = 1 , . . . ,  I. Observe that 
d#g~ __1 t l /pj_ 1 d#aj > 1 = EL  rj(O,1), l<r j<  PJ------~, - -  - - .  
dm pj p j -  dm-  p# 
Let P(x)  = exp(Ixl) -1  like in the previous example. It is worth emphasizing that the Orlicz space 
generated by this function is not reflexive, but is a dual of a separable Orlicz space. Theorem 5.3 
asserts that when the relationship (11) is valid with such a function P in the lower estimate for 
the integrand, then the functional attains its global minimum over the class of vector functions 
x • AC P satisfying the boundary conditions x(0) = x(1) = x0. 
6. CONDIT IONAL MIN IMIZAT ION OF A FAMILY 
OF FUNCTIONALS 
Consider a family of functionals (I~}~°°__ 1 : AC~Io¢ ~ R defined by equalities 
I , (x)  = f ( t ,X(hl ( t ) )  , . . .  , x (hk( t ) ) ,±(g l ( t ) ) , . . . , x (g l ( t ) )  dr, 
, . .  (12) 
= = < 0 ,  
where f : [0, +oo) x R '*to x R nl ~ R, gi, hj : [0, +oo) ~ R, ¢(.), ¢(-) • R n and 
0=a l  <a2 <. . .  <a~ <a~+l  <. . .  • 
As before, without loss of generality we may consider ¢ - 0, ¢ = 0. For the sake of simplicity we 
will consider all the minimization problems for such a family subject o "boundary" constraints 
x(a~) = x0, # • N. (13) 
Note that, in the "local" case when all h~(t) = t, gj(t) = t it is reasonable to expect under the 
standard convexity and growth assumptions on the integrand the existence of a global minimizer 
for the whole family, i.e., such R • ACV~oo, that for each x E ACtion, x ~ R and for all # • N holds 
I~(x) >_ I , ( i ) .  In fact, in such a situation it is enough to minimize ach of the functionals I~, on 
x0 +~C~(a , ,  a~+l) and then, concatenate he results. It is essential that, applying this procedure, 
we actually reduced the variational problem for a family of functionals to a sequence of separate 
problems (connected only by the boundary conditions) for functionals defined on finite intervals. 
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It is clear however that in the presence of argument deviation or other nonlocal transformations 
one can hardly expect the existence of a global minimizer for the whole family in the above sense. 
Nevertheless, we can introduce a reasonably weaker concept. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A vector function % E AC&0o satisfying (13) is said to provide an equilibrium 
for the family of functionals (121, if for each x E AC&Dc satisfying (13), x # i there is a ~1 E N 
such that I,(x) L I,,(Q). 
Now, we can still prove the existence of an equilibrium for a family (12) in a rather general case 
using the above step-by-step algorithm. Namely, in this section we will consider that all hi,gj 
satisfy the condition 
hi(t) Iup, Llj@) 5 $4, for all p E N and for a.e. t E [0, ~1. (14) 
Note that, this includes an important particular case of “aftereffect”, when hi(t) 5 t, gj(t) 5 t. 
Set hf:=h I[+,a,+l],g~:=gj I[~,,a,+l]~ LA ah 
--g-p := &no (gj”) -l ([T - E, 7. f 4 
2E 
3 for 8.e. 7 E (0, aJ. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let the following assumptions hold. 
(i) f : [0, +oo) x Rnk x R”” --$ ii is a Carath6odory function strictly convex in the last n( k +1) 
variables and satisfying the coercivity condition 
f(t,(Yl,...,Qk,Pl,..., PO 2 a@> + ~bj,PjY, (15) 
j=l 
for all CQ, /Q E Rn, i = 1, . . . , k, j = 1,. . . , 1, for a.e. t E [0, l] and for some a E L:,,, 
bj 2 0, Ci=, by > 0, 1 <P < +OO* 
(ii) All the functions hi and gj are measurable, satisfy the condition (14), while 
dpgy 
A E wap, a,+& dm 
d&v 
-g E LYO,Q), j=l,...,l, (16) 
Then, the family of functionals (12) attains its minimum over the class of vector functions x E 
ACiloc satisfying the boundary condition x(a,) = ~0 for all p E N. 
PROOF. First, introduce some extra notation. For the vector function V(T) E Rn, 7 E [O,u,) 
consider the auxiliary functions 
vgt> = v(h&)), hi‘(t) 4 bp7ap+ll, o 
I h:(t) E bp,~,+ll, 
i=l ,k, 
‘*‘* 
+(gj(t))3 S$W 4 b,4,+ll, 
$9) E bp4,+l17 
j=l 1, >***, t E [a,, a,+& 
Now, we are ready to apply the announced step-by-step procedure. Due to Theorem 5.2 the 
functional 11 attains its minimum over ~0 + ACi(al, az). Denote the respective minimizer x1, 
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which is unique because of the strict convexity of a functional, and let v :=Xl. We have now to 
minimize the functional 
2 
over xo + AC~(a2, a3). Having found the unique minimizer of the latter x2, we set v :=Xl V x2, 
V standing for concatenation, and proceed in analogous way with/3- Therefore, on the #th step 
of this process we will have to minimize over xo + AC~(a., a.+l) the functional 
(t) + vt l  ( t ) , . . . ,  (Th~X) (t) + v~ (t), I.(x) 
/a 
D--1 where v = Vi= 1 x~. It is always possible, because ach of the I~ is lower semicontinuous according 
to Theorem 5.1 and coercive due to the estimate 
I(x) > a(t)dt + ~-~bj + ir~ , 
J a~ j= l  
and the condition (ii). The desired equilibrium point for the family of functionals is given then, 
by x = V,=l  x ,  • ACCeDe. | 
Note that, one can use the above method in the case of more general "boundary" constraints, 
for instance, x(a~) = a~ for all # • N. 
7. CONDIT IONAL EXTI:tEMA OF A FAMILY OF 
FUNCTIONALS 
In this section, based on the results of [16], we consider a problem of finding a conditional 
P 1~ defined by the extremum for an at most countable family of functionals {I~,}~,=1 : ACIoc --* 
relationships 
I , (x)  = f (t ,x(hl(t)) , . . .  ,x(hk(t)) ,x(gl(t)) , . . .  ,~(g,(t))) dr, 
. a. (17) 
z (~)  = o, ~(~) = o, ~ < o, 
where f : [0, +c~) x R k x 1~ ~ ~ 1~ (note that, for simplicity, we assume here x(t) • R, that is, 
n = 1), g~, h i :  [0, +oo) ~ R, and 
0 - -a l  ¢~ a2 ~. . .  (a~ ¢~ a~+l ¢~.-. , 
subject o the following linear constraints on each of the intervals [a~, a~+t] 
tttt+l 
l~,~x := ¢,~x(a,)  + ¢,~(s)~:(s) ds = a, ,  v = 1, . . . ,  m, ,  (18) 
where ~b~ • R, ¢~,~ 6 L~/(P-1)(a~,a~+l), a~ • R.. We assume that the latter play the role of 
boundary conditions determining also the values of the unknown function x(a~). 
The main goal of this section is to find the necessary conditions for the function x • AC~o c, 
1 < p < +oo to provide a conditional extremum (i.e., either conditional local minimum or maxi- 
mum) for the family (17) subject o the constraints (18) in the sense of the following definition. 
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DEFINITION 7.1. A vector function ~ • ACPn,o¢ satisfying (18) is said to provide a conditional 
local minimum (respectively, maximum) for the family of functionals (12), if for all # • N 
there is an ¢~ > 0 such that for each x • AC~o¢ satisfying (18) and x(t) = ~(t) for a.e. 
t • (0, ag)N (at,+l,O¢), while [ Ix -  ~][AO~(a~,a,+~) < ¢~, holds I~,(x) > It~(xo ) (respectively, 
I , (x) <_ I,(xo)). 
Before proceeding with deducing the desired necessary conditions, we introduce some necessary 
assumptions. Further on, in this section we suppose that the functionals lz, : ACn(az, az+l) ~ R 
are linearly independent, the function f : [0, +oo) x R k x R l ---. 1~ satisfying with all its partial 
derivatives in the last lk variables the Carath~dory conditions, while the respective Nemytskff 
operators given by 
P__2__ JV',Af/,JV'k+j : L~(a . ,a .+ l )  x L~(a. ,a~+l)  --* Lq(a. ,a~+l) ,  q > (p - 1)' 
J~f(Ul, • • 
J~fi(Ul, . 
J~fk+j (U l , .  
, Uk, , V l ,  . . . , V l ) ( t )  :~"~- f (t ,  Ul  ( t ) ,  . . . ,~k( t ) ,v l ( t ) , . . . ,v l ( t ) )  , 
o.f 
, ~k, v~, . ,  ~,)(t) := ~ (t, u~ (t),.. , ,~ (t), ~1 (t), , ~ (t)), 
of  
• , l tk ,V l , . . . ,V l ) ( t ) : :  a_~(t, U l ( t ) , . . . , t tk( t ) ,V l ( t ) , . . . ,V l ( t ) ) ,  uv~ 
i= l , . . . , k ,  
j = 1, . . . , / ,  
are continuous and map bounded sets into bounded ones. Also, define the linear inner superpo- 
sition operators Th,: AC~o c --* L~o c, Sgj: L~o c --* L~o c by the relationships 
f x(hi(t)), hi(t) • [0,+oo), 
(Th, x)(t) t O, hi(t) ¢ [0,+o~), i = 1 , . . . ,k ,  
{ =(gj(t)), gj(t) • [0, +o~), 
(Sgjx)(t) := j = 1,. . .  l, 
O, gj(t) f~ [0, +o¢), ' 
and assume that they are continuous. Necessary and sufficient conditions for this case in terms 
of the functions hi, gj can be found in [20]. Introduce in addition the following notation 
F~, :=~ (Th, z , . . . ,Th ,  z, Sg,~, . . ,sg,~),  i = 1 , . . . , k ,  
Fk+jx:=.N'k+¢ (Th, X,...,Th~x, Sg, x,...,Sg,~c), j = 1,.. . , l ,  
and define the operators TZh, : AC~o¢ --* I_2(az,a,+l), S$,: L[o c -* LP(az,a,+,) by the formulae 
( x(hi(t)), 
(T~',x) (t):= 
0, 
0, 
hi(t) e [a/~, a/~+l], 
h i ( t )  ¢ [al~, a/~+l], 
gj(t) • [a,, a,+l], 
gj(t) ¢ [a/~,a/~+l]. 
i=  l , . . . , k ,  
j --- 1 , . . . , / ,  
Now, we are able to proclaim the following assertion. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let under the above conditions the function x E AC~o c, 1 < p < +oo provide an 
extremum for the family (I 7) subject to the constraJnts (18). Then, there is a set of constants 
c~,  # = 1, . . . ,  +oo, v = 1, . . . ,  m~, such that the following system of equations is satisfied on 
each interval [a~, a~+t] 
k l m~, 
i=1 jffil vffil 
k m~, 
/ ap'F1 E (F ix ) ( t ) (T~t  1) ( t )d t  ~ E C"V~V' (19) 
,,'a~ i----1 vf f i l  
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t where O~: y • LP(au,a,+l ) ~-~ T~Vgy • LP(ag,a,+l), (V~y)(t):= f:  y(s)ds, 1 stands for the 
constant one function. 
Before proceeding with the proof we illustrate the theorem by the following example dealing 
with a couple of functionals (obviously, our assertion isvalid also for a finite family of functionals). 
EXAMPLE. Consider the problem of finding an extremum of the following family of two function- 
als 
Zl(~) = (~( t )  + ~2(t + ~)  + e2(t) + e~(t + ~a)) et, 
I~(~) = (~2(t) + ~2(t - ~)  + e~(t) + ~2(t - ~) )  et, 
where ~1, ~2 • (0, 1), subject o the boundary constraints 
x(0) = 0, x(1) = 1, x(2) = 0. 
On the interval [0, 1] the extremal x is the solution of the boundary value problem 
~(t) - x(t) = O, x(O) = 0, x(1) = 1, 
and on the interval [I, 2]--that of the boundary value problem 
~(t) - =(t) = 0, ~(1) = 1, ~(2) = 0. 
As a result one has 
e / e t -  e-t '  t • [0,1], 
X(~) = e2 -_.. 1 ~ e -t+2 -- e t-2' t • (1,2]. 
Note that, in t = 1 the derivative of this function is discontinuous. 
PROOF. For each # • N choose a function 7/~ • AC~o c satisfying ~,(r) = 0 when r • [0, au) U 
(a~+l, oo) and 
m~ 
~?u I(a~,,,~,+i)• N ker(/uv). 
u=l  
Let x be a solution to the problem (17), (18). Then, each function wt,(e ) = l~(x + erh) assumes 
at. e = 0 its extremum value, which implies w~(0) = 0, i.e., 
(Fix)(t)(Th, n.)(t) + y~(Fk+~z)(t) (Sgjn.) (t) dt = O. (2O) 
J a~, j=  1 
Define the linear functionals W~(x) : AC~o c --* R by 
J a~ 5= 1 
and note that Wu(x)Tl~, = O. Since for every function z • ACP(au, au+a], satisfying the conditions 
lu~ = 0, v = 1, . . . ,  m~,, the relationship W~(x)z = O, then it provides (see [15]) the existence of 
constants c,1, •.. ,  C~,m, such that 
~'=a 
Introducing in (22) the representation z(t) = z(au) + f~, 2(r) dr and (18), we get the desired 
result. | 
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8. SENSIT IV ITY  ANALYS IS  AND F -CONVERGENCE 
In this section we study continuous dependence on parameters of solutions (i.e., minimum values 
and minimizers) to a variational problem of minimizing a functional with deviating argument (3). 
Such type of a study is usually referred to as the sensitivity analysis of the problem. 
Consider a sequence of perturbed functionals 
f0 
1 
Iv (x) = fv (t, x (h~ (t ) ) , . . .  ,x  (hi(t)), ± (g~(t)) , . . . ,  ± (g~(t))) dt, (23) 
x ( t )=O,  ±( t )=O,  whenevert¢[O,  1], 
h~' : [0, 1] ~ R, g~' : [0, 1] --* R, fv : [0, 1] × R nk x R nt --* R tending in certain sense to hi, gj 
and f,  respectively, as v --* c¢. We are interested to establish whether the minimum values and 
the minimizers of Iv over an appropriate space ACPn tend to those of the original functional I. In 
other words, it is the problem on F-convergence of Iv to I (see [23]). 
Now, we proceed with the sensitivity analysis. Introduce the following notation. Let the 
Legendre transforms of fv and f in the last variables be given by the expressions 
f '  (t, u, v') := sup (vv' - f(t ,  u, v)) ,  
vER,~l  
f ;  (t, u, v') := sup (vv' - f~(t, u, v)).  
vER,~t 
For the sake of brevity we will denote h ° := hi, 9 ° := gj. For each T E [0, 1], j = 1, . . . ,  l, i = 
1, . . . ,k ,  v e NO{0} set 
E~'(r) := (g~')-I ([0,71) N [0,1], E~':= (h~')-l([0,1]) N [0,1]. 
Below, we will also use the following construction: for each r E [0, 1], v E N U {0} consider the 
set functions #9" (r, e) := meas(gV)-l(e) f3 [0, r] and their Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
d/~g- ('r) ., #9, (r, [t - e, t + ¢]) (0, 1). 
d-m (U := ,--,+olim 2¢ ' for a.e. t E 
To calculate the above functions one can use the relationship 
d#g.( r )  (t) = d meas(g )_l([O ' t]) A [0, r]. 
It is worth noting that d/~#~(1) = d/~g,, Further on, we as usual omit everywhere the superscript, 
dm -- dm " 
if u = O, when it cannot cause misunderstanding. Recall that, by/~C~ we denote a subspace of 
ACvn, consisting of all the functions which satisfy zero boundary conditions x(O) = x(1) : O. 
Consider the following set of conditions. 
(Q1) All the functions gj,g~ are measurable, while a.e. on [0, 1] 
d/zg~ 
3(a,A) : Vv E N U {0}, O<a<. -~m(t )<_A ,
w e [o, 1] --. 09 - - ,  
dm p/(p-1) dra p/(p-1) ' as v oo, 
v M v and there is a set of measurable functions 7~ satisfying "r~ (gj (t)) = t, such that e C [0, I], 
meas e = 0 implies meas (7~')-l(e) = O. 
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(Q2) All the functions hi, hi are measurable, while hi --* hi in measure on £i and 
meas E~'AE~ -* O, 
VT • [0,1] measE~'(v)AEj(v) ---, 0, 
i = 1 , . . . ,k ,  
j = 1, . . . , l ,  
A standing for the symmetric difference between the sets. 
(Q3) f, f~ : [0,1] x R "k x R "~ --* lYt are Carathdodory functions, convex in the last nl variables 
and satisfying the estimates 
l 
fv (t, S l , . . .  , sk ,Z l , . . .  ,Z,) > a(t) + ~ bjlZ~l ~, 
j=l 
s~ (t, S l , . . . , s~,~° , . . .  ,~o) < ~(t), 
l 
f (t, S l , . . .  ,sk,/~l, . . .  ,j3,) _> a(t) -{- ~--~ b~l~l p, 
j=l 
(Q4) 
for all ai,/3j 6 R" ,  i = 1 , . . . ,k ,  j = 1, . . . , l ,  for a.e. t • [0,1] and for some bj _> 0, 
n Ej=I b~ > 0, a,c • LI(0, 1), j5 ° • R". 
o For a l l s i•R" ,s  i •R" , i= l , . . . , k  
]fu (t, Sl, Sk,~l, "',~l) fv (t, S0, "" 0 . . . ,  . - ., s~, Z, , . . . ,  Z,)] 
< ~ (t, ISl - s ° l , . . . ,  Is~ - s° l ) ,  
where w : [0, 1] x R~ k --* [0, +oo) is a Carathdodory function nondecreasing in each of the 
last nk positive variables, with w(t, 0 , . . . ,  O) =- O, w(., u) 6 LI(0, 1) for each u 6 R~_ k. 
(Q5) For each fixed u 6 Lqk the following functionals are proper (i.e., not identically infinity) 
/o I /o I G,,(v) = f~(t, u(t),v(t))  dt and G(v) = f i  t, u(t) ,v(t))  dr. 
(Q6) f~(. ,u,v ' )  ~ f ( . ,u ,v ' )  weakly in LI(0, 1) for all {u,v'} 6 R "k x R "t. 
The following statement is a simple corollary of Theorem 2 from [18]. However, for the readers 
convenience we give an outline of its proof. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let ex/st such (p,q), 1 < p < +oo, 1 < q < +oo, that assumptions (Q1)-(Q6) 
hold. I[ {x~} C ACP. is such that 
( \ l~i~(x~) = l~ inf i~) 
\ACp 
(in particular, when each xv is the point of global minimum of the respective Iv over AC~) and 
xv ---" x, then 
/ \ 
lim ( inf Iv~ = min i  = I(x). 
\/~c.p / Ac. ~ 
PROOF. We give here only the basic idea of the argument. For details the reader is referred to [18]. 
Considering the isomorphism J between the spaces ACPn and LP n × R n introduced in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, we reduce the original functional (3) to the form (8), and its perturbations (23) to 
the respective form, 
01 Ilv (Z, ~) = fly (t, Rye, (Tvz)(t), (Suz)(t)) dr, (24) 
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q T :  L p ~ q S : LPn --4 q R:=Th~D, T:=Th~A, and S:=Sg~, whi le  where R : R n ~ Lnk , Lnk, Lnt, 
Th~ and Sg~ stand for the inner superposition operators 
( ) , Th~ :x  S AC~ ~ Thrx, . . . ,  Thr, x e Lnk, 
s, :x (s rx,, s, r x) E Lql. 
STEP 1. Consider the functionals Gv, G : Lqnk x LPnt --* R, 
/0 /0 Gv(u, v) = f~(t, u(t), v(t)) dt and G(u, v) = f(t,  u(t), v(t)) dr. 
One can prove (see, e.g., the analogous results of Buttazzo and Dal Maso [24]), that due to the 
conditions (Q3)-(Q6) from u ,  --. u in Lqnk follows 
v~ ~ v in L~ :~ G(u,v)  _< l iminfG~(u~,v,) ,  
IJ 
3{vv} C iPl such that vv --" v 6 L~l and G(u,v)  = limG~(uv,v~), 
(A) 
(B) 
while the sequence {v~} can be chosen independently of the choice of {u~}. 
STEP 2. The conditions (Q1) and (Q2) provide that 
z~,~z ,  inLPnt T~z~Tz ,  inLq,  
/~v--*/~, inRn l :~R~-~R~'  inL  q, 
S~zv --* Sz, in LPn, 
while from Svzv --" v in LPn~ follows that 3z • LPn, zv ~ z in /2  n. For the proof of these facts 
see [18]. Combining this with (A) and (B) minding the representations (8) and (24), we have for 
the original functionals 
xv --" x in ACPn =~ I(x) _< liminf I~(xv), 
IJ 
3{xv} C ACPn such that xv ~ x e ACPn and I(x) = limlv(x~). 
(A') 
(S') 
STEP 3. From condition (Q3) follows the equicoercivity of Iv over 4C~ (see, the proof of The- 
orem 5.2). This, together with (A') and (B t) implies that I is the F-limit of the sequence Iv in 
the weak topology of/kCn p, and thus, shows the theorem (see [23]). II 
A similar result has been proven for a more general case of Sobolev-Orlicz type spaces AC p 
in [18]. However, unfortunately, the conditions of these statements are far from being necessary, 
as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE. Let I . (x )  = f0~(g[ ( t ) )d t ,  I (x)  = fo~: (g l ( t ) )d t ,  where = : [0,1] ~ R, g l ,g [  : 
[0, 1] - ,  [0, 1]. Then, the thesis of Theorem 8.1 holds when 
f . _ ,  f 3a : Vv ~ -~-m ->a>Oand \ "~-mJ  \ drn J ' weakly in L2(0, 1). 
9. FUNCTIONALS WITH IMPULS IVE  CONSTRAINTS 
In the background of all the formulated statements lies the main idea of the theory of an 
abstract functional-differential equation, i.e., the idea of making use of the isomorphism between 
the original Banach space X, where the respective functionals are defined and E x R n, where E is 
some Banach space, usually some space of summable functions. In the previous ections we always 
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have taken for X some space of absolutely continuous functions. However, it is worth noting that 
the same scheme works well in many other practically important situations. In particular, it 
is often useful to define the functional under investigation on some specially chosen space of 
discontinuous functions, for instance, when analyzing the problems of existence of minima to 
a functional subject to certain impulsive constraints. Such problems arise often in the control 
theory for impulsive differential equations, which is recently strongly developed in the works of 
Lakshmikantham, Bainov and Simeonov (see [25]). 
In this section, we consider only one of the possible settings for such variational problems. To 
study the functional (3) restricted by the set of impulsive constraints 
Ax(ti) -- x(ti) - x ( t i -  0) = ~i, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (25) 
t m where the points of discontinuity { i} i=l ,  0 ~-- t o <C ti < ... < tm< tm+l = 1 are fixed, 
while ¢~ • R n are given vectors, one can introduce the space PACPn[{ti}m=i] (for short, PACPn) 
of piecewise continuous functions with given points of discontinuity and prescribed by (25) the 
behavior at these points, so that this space is isomorphic to LP n x I~ n+mn by the relationship 
fo 
t 
J :  (z, ~) • LPn x R n+mn ~ x = hz + D/3 := z(r) dr + w(t)1~ • PACPn, (26) 
where w(t) is the n x (n + rnn) matrix 
+(t )  = (E+,  Xt , , ,1 JE . ,  . . . , X t+. , I jE . )  , 
En is the unit n x n matrix, XA(t) is the characteristic function of the set A C [0, 1]. The inverse 
of (26) is determined by the equality 
j - l :  x e PACPn ~-* (z,/~) = (6x, px) := (±,Ax) • LPn x R n+m", (27) 
where Ax := col{x(0), Ax( t l ) , . . . ,  Ax(tm)}. 
sentable in the form 
Equipped with the norm 
Thus, any element of PACPn is uniquely repre- 
fO 
t rn 
x(t) = x(r) ar + x(0) + xt,, , l lax(t,).  
i=l 
i i/p 
['X[[pAO := (fO I±(t)l: dt) -{- [mx[n+mn, 
the space PAC~ turns out to be a Banach space. The isomorphism J given by the expressions (26) 
and (27) was first suggested by Anokhin (see [11, Section 6.3]). The study of the functional (3) 
is again reduced to the general problem (8). Thus, the scheme used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 
is still applicable, and one can assert he following weak lower semicontinuity result. 
THEOREM 9.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1 the functional I(.) defined by the formula (3) 
is weakly lower semicontinuous over the space PACPn, 1 < p < +co. 
Denote by PACPn the subspace of PACPn, consisting of the functions satisfying the con- 
straints (25) and x(0) = x(1) = 0. The statement on the existence of a global minimum can be 
proclaimed in complete analogy with Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let x0 E Rn be a given constant vector function. Under the conditions of 
Theorem 5.2 the ftmctional I(.) defined by the formula (3) attains its global minimum over the 
space xo + PACPn, 1 < p < +oo. 
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To study the problem of continuous dependence of minimizers and minimum values on param- 
eters (or, in other words, the problems of F-convergence) for functionals with deviating argument 
and impulsive constraints, we need to introduce xtra constructions. Let the original func- 
tional (3) be restricted by the set of constraints (25), its perturbations (23) being restricted by 
the respective perturbed constraints 
Ax (t~')  - -  x (t~')  - x (t~' - -  O) = ¢~', i = 1 , . . . ,  m,  (28) 
where again the points of discontinuity are ordered: 0 = t~ > t~ < ..- < t~n < t~n+l = 1. 
Reiterating the above construction we obtain for each functional Iv the respective space of piece- 
wise absolutely continuous vector functions PAC~[{t[}m=I] (for short, PAC~(v)) isometrically 
isomorphic to/.2 n x R n+mn. These spaces are however different and so to study the problem of 
stability of minimizers one should introduce properly the notion of convergence of the elements 
of PAC~(v) to an element of PACPn. For this purpose, denote 
rV(t)= ~ (t,+ t'+l-t--------'-(t-t~)) Xi¢,¢+,l(t), 
,=o  t ,~+l - t~' 
t • [0,1]. 
It is easy to verify that the inner superposition operator Sr~ : L~ --* /7 n is continuous and 
continuously invertible, while Styx E PACPn whenever x E PACPn(v). We will say that a sequence 
of functions xv E PAC~(v) is weakly P-convergent tox E PAC~, x~ ~" x, if Sr~xv ~ x in PACPn. 
Let PAC~(v) stand for the subspace of PAC~(v), consisting of the functions atisfying (28) and 
zero conditions on the endpoints of the interval [0, 1]. One can now claim the following extension 
of Theorem 8.1 to the case of functionals with impulsive constraints. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let t~ --* t~ and ~.~ --* ~ when v --* oo and the conditions of Theorem 8.1 hold. 
I~ {xv} c P--A-~.(v) is such that 
(e.g., when each xv is the point o[ global minimum of the respective Iv over PAC~n (v)) and 
7~ xv -." x, then 
/ \ 
l im~ inf I~  = min I= I  (x ). 
v \~o,,) ] 
I0. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 
The results described in this paper can be viewed as a preliminary approach to the calculus 
of variations for nonlocal functionals and should certainly be further developed and generalized. 
Here, we present some open fields of research in this direction, which in our opinion are of primary 
importance. 
(1) As mentioned already in the introduction, the results of the paper can be easily extended 
to the nonlocal functionals involging more general linear operators. It seems most interesting and 
important for applications to develop the direct methods of calculus of variations for functionals 
involving also nonlinear nonlocal operators, especially those with argument deviation depending 
on unknown function. One of the major difficulties which arise here is the lack of continuity of a 
nonlinear inner superposition operator in usual spaces of summable functions [11]. 
(2) The sufficient conditions for "nonsensitivity" of minimization problems with respect o 
small perturbations found in Section 8 are rather estrictive. At the same time it has been shown 
on an example that they are far from being necessary. It is therefore tempting to study which 
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form can take F-limit of nonlocal functionals with deviating argument with respect to reasonable 
topologies in the space of absolutely continuous functions. In other words, one is to close this 
class of functionals with respect to an appropriate topology of F-convergence. 
(3) Another class of nonlocal integral functionals seems to be very important for applications. 
A sample functional of this class is 
I(x) = fR /a/(t, r,x(t),x(r))dtdr, 
where / : R × R"  x R"  ~ 1~., x(.) is an absolutely continuous functions. It is important to study 
the relations between this class of functionals and the one described in this paper. 
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